TAMWORTH AND LICHFIELD JOINT WASTE COMMITTEE
22 NOVEMBER 2021
PRESENT:
Councillors Cook, Pullen and A Yeates
Also Present:
Simon Fletcher (Chief Executive - Lichfield District Council)
Nigel Harris (General Manager of Joint Waste Services, Waste Shared Service)
Ben Percival (Head of Operational Services)
Will Stevenson (Governance)
7

APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR
Cllr Cook nominated Cllr A. Yeates as Chair for the remainder of the municipal year. The
nomination was seconded by Cllr Pullen

8

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
There were apologies from Cllr Jeremy Oates and Andrew Barratt

9

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest

10

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The Minutes of the meeting held on 5 July 2021 previously circulated, were taken as read and
approved as a correct record

11

THE INTRODUCTION OF DUAL STREAM RECYCLING IN TAMWORTH AND LICHFIELD
The General Manager of Joint Waste Services presented a verbal update and slide show to
the committee, regarding the introduction of dual stream recycling in Tamworth and Lichfield.
The update outlined progress on the establishment of a project team to deliver the change in
service, the extension of the existing vehicle contract for 12 months with the fleet provider, the
placement of orders on five new trucks and a successful procurement exercise on bags in
cooperation with other authorities.
Political guidance was sought on a start date for the introduction of dual stream recycling
bags. The committee highlighted the importance of efficiencies and getting the best value for
money when choosing a start date. The committee expressed the desire to secure the bags
and implement the new system as soon as possible; more concrete decisions on a start date
would be taken when delivery of the bags is confirmed.
On the level of member involvement, it was noted that Tamworth Borough Council (TBC)
members had accepted the policy decision and now just require regular updates every three
months. Lichfield District Council (LDC) members have no more decisions to take on this at
task group level but would benefit from similar updates.

RESOLVED: The officers involved would proceed making the necessary decisions in
consultation with the relevant Cabinet members at TBC and LDC.

12

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS

13

CONFIDENTIAL MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The Confidential Minutes of the meeting held on 5 July 2021 previously circulated, were taken
as read and approved as a correct record

(The Meeting closed at 4.26 pm)

CHAIR

